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Helping businesses recover 

Tax depreciation incentives to help businesses recover 

In 2020, the Government introduced tax depreciation incentives to help businesses recover from the 

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

To help eligible business entities understand which tax depreciation incentives are available, the ATO 

published a useful snapshot to explain the depreciation incentives that may apply and when 

businesses could consider using them. 

 

What incentives are available?  

The tax depreciation incentives that are available to eligible businesses are: 

▪ Temporary full expensing; 

▪ Instant asset write-off; and 

▪ Accelerated depreciation (“Backing business investment”). 

These have been discussed in previous issues of TaxWise® News 

https://www.ato.gov.au/uploadedFiles/Content/SME/downloads/Interaction_of_tax_depreciation_incentives.pdf
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Key points to note: 

▪ The instant asset write-off and accelerated depreciation (i.e. the Backing Business 

Investment measure) are available only where the asset is first used, or installed ready for 

use, by 30 June 2021, noting that for the instant asset write-off, the asset must have been 

acquired by 31 December 2020; 

▪ Temporary full expensing is currently available until 30 June 2022, but the Government 

announced in the Federal Budget 2021–22 that it proposes to extend this by 12 months by 

30 June 2023; 

▪ Temporary full expensing is available to businesses with an aggregated turnover of less than 

$5 billion a year. The instant asset write-off and accelerated depreciation are available only 

to businesses with an aggregated turnover of less than $500 million a year. The instant asset 

write-off is not available to small businesses entities (aggregated turnover of less than $10 

million a year) that do not choose to use the simplified depreciation rules; 

▪ Accelerated depreciation applies only to new assets. Temporary full expensing is available 

for second-hand assets only where the aggregated turnover is less than $50 million. The 

instant asset write-off can be used for second-hand assets as well as new assets; 

▪ Under the instant asset write-off, the asset must cost less than $150,000 – there is no cost 

restriction under temporary full expensing or accelerated depreciation; 

▪ Businesses can opt out of temporary full expensing and accelerated depreciation (but not 

the instant asset write-off) on an asset-by-asset basis. However, small business entities 

(aggregated turnover of less than $10 million) cannot choose not to fully expense their 

general small business pool balance on 30 June 2021. 

So, if you are contemplating buying a depreciating asset and you want an immediate deduction for 

the full cost of the asset in the 2020–21 income year, you will need to consider: 

▪ your eligibility for the instant asset write-off rules; 

▪ the accelerated depreciation measure; 

▪ the temporary full expensing measure; 

▪ the date the asset is acquired and first used or installed ready for use; 

▪ the asset’s cost; and 

▪ the aggregated turnover of the business. 

Assuming the proposed extension to the temporary full expensing to 30 June 2023 is legislated, 

assets acquired or first used or installed ready for use from 1 July 2023 will be depreciated under the 
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uniform capital allowance system, or the simplified depreciation rules if the taxpayer is a small 

business entity and chooses to apply these rules. 

Tip! Talk to your Client Manager.  

 

Small business tax time errors 

It is almost the end of the current tax year (2020–21) and the start of a new one (2021–22). It may 

not be long before you start thinking about lodging your 2020–21 tax return.  

If you anticipate a tax refund, the quicker you lodge the return the quicker you will get that refund. 

But if you believe you will have to pay more tax (i.e. in addition to the PAYG instalments you have 

paid), then it might be worth delaying the return as long as possible.  

If you don’t use a tax adviser to lodge your return, you will have to do it by 1 November 2021 (you 

get an extra day this year because 31 October is a Sunday). Of course, if you use your tax adviser to 

lodge your return, you may have until May 2022 to complete it.  

The ATO has identified the most common errors small businesses make when completing their tax 

returns. They are failing to: 

• declare all income – this includes cash and online sales, dividends, interest, capital gains and 

one-off transactions such as selling equipment or other capital items; 
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• account for private use of business funds or assets, such as trading stock taken for private 

use and shareholder loans; and 

• keep all required records or have adequate record keeping systems. 

 

Tip! If your tax adviser prepares and lodges your return on your behalf, find out when it is due under 

their lodgment program; and make sure they have all relevant information. 

 

How to work out PAYG instalments 

When you pre-pay your income tax using pay as you go (PAYG) instalments, you can usually choose 

between 2 options to work out how much you pay: 

▪ Option 1 – Using the instalment amount: The ATO calculates the amount of each instalment 

from information reported on your latest tax return. This is the simplest option as you don’t 

need to work anything out. 

▪ Option 2 – Using the instalment rate: You work out your instalment amount yourself using 

the instalment rate the ATO provides and your instalment income. 

 

Option 1 – Using the instalment amount 

You can use the instalment amount option if you are an individual (including sole traders), a trust or 

a super fund that:        

▪ is an annual payer; or  

▪ has business and/or investment income of $2 million or less. 

A company can use the instalment amount option if it: 

▪ is an annual payer; 

▪ has business and/or investment income of $2 million or less; or 

▪ is a small business entity with an aggregated turnover of less than $10 million a year. 

 From 1 July 2021, business entities with an aggregated turnover of more than $10 million but less 

than $50 million a year will also be able to use the instalment amount option to pay PAYG 

instalments. 
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Option 2 – Using the instalment rate  

All taxpayers can use this option, although some taxpayers must use it (your tax adviser will know). 

The advantage of using the instalment rate option is that your payments are based on your income 

as you earn it (e.g. in the quarter or month just gone). This helps with your cash flow management. 

For example, if your income decreases in a quarter, you apply the instalment rate to that lower 

income and therefore pay a lower instalment amount. 

Varying PAYG instalments 

Remember, as discussed in the February 2021 Business edition of TaxWise® News, you can vary your 

instalments multiple times throughout the year.  

Be careful not to underestimate your PAYG instalment amount, income or rate as you could be subject 

to interest (the GIC) and penalties if the varied instalment turns out to be too low (although the ATO 

will not apply penalties or charge interest to varied instalments relating to the 2020–21 financial year 

if you have made your best attempt to estimate your end of year tax liability).  

 

Tip!  Talk to your tax adviser before varying a PAYG instalment or if you are thinking of switching 

from one payment option to the other. 

 

Simplified trading stock rules 

Under the simplified trading stock rules, you don't have to: 

▪ conduct a formal stocktake;  

▪ account for the changes in your trading stock’s value. 

You can use the simplified trading stock rules if you:  

▪ are a small business with an aggregated turnover of less than $10 million a year (or from 1 

July 2021, with an aggregated turnover of at least $10 million but less than $50 million a 

year); and  

▪ reasonably estimate that the value of your trading stock changed by less than $5,000 in the 

year. 

 

 

https://www.taxinstitute.com.au/resources/books-and-journals/taxwise-news
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Electronic invoicing 

As reported in the May 2021 Special Budget edition of TaxWise® News, the Government will spend 

$15.3 million to enhance the value of electronic invoicing to help businesses reduce costs and 

increase productivity. This is part of the Government’s Digital Economy Strategy. 

According to the ATO website, the Australian Peppol Authority (ATO) and Treasury will deliver 

activities, including: 

▪ pilots to gain insights into the use of e-invoicing and e-procurement; 

▪ educational activities to raise business awareness; 

▪ working with payment providers (for example, EFTPOS, Visa, Mastercard, NPP Australia) to 

explore opportunities on how e-invoicing can complement the payment experience for 

business; and  

▪ further consultation on potential regulatory and non-regulatory ways to accelerate e-

invoicing adoption. 

 

R&D applications – new online portal  

A new customer portal has been launched to make it easier for companies to manage their 

applications for the Research and Development (R&D) tax incentive. 

Applications can be submitted via the portal from 5 July 2021, but you can log in now to become 

familiar with the new portal and start drafting your application. 

The portal’s web address is https://incentives.business.gov.au. 

In the future, you'll also be able to use the portal to apply for and manage your Advance and 

Overseas Finding applications, request to withdraw or vary your R&D tax incentive application, apply 

for an extension of time, and even check the status of your submitted applications. 

https://www.taxinstitute.com.au/resources/books-and-journals/taxwise-news
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FBT: Do you provide car parking for employees? 

If you provide car parking for your employees, you may have to pay fringe benefits tax (FBT) on 

those benefits. 

A car parking fringe benefit will generally arise if an employer provides car parking to an employee 

and various conditions are satisfied, including: 

▪ the car is parked at premises owned or leased by, or otherwise under the control of, the 

provider (usually the employer); 

▪ the car is parked for a total of more than 4 hours between 7am and 7pm on any day of the 

week; 

▪ the car is parked at or near the employee's primary place of employment on that day; 

▪ the car is used by the employee to travel between home and work (or work and home) at 

least once on that day; 

▪ there is a commercial parking station that charges a fee for all-day parking within one 

kilometre of the premises on which the car is parked; 

▪ at the beginning of the FBT year (1 April 2021 for the current FBT year), the commercial 

parking station fee for all-day parking was more than the car parking threshold ($9.25 for the 

current FBT year) – provided the fee is not substantially greater or less than the average 

(over a 4-week period) of the lowest fee charged to members of the public for all-day 

parking. 
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A recent court case decided that Virgin Airlines did not have to pay FBT on car parking provided at 

airports to its flight and cabin crew, primarily because their primary place of employment was the 

aircraft they flew on – and clearly an employee’s car was not parked at or near the aircraft. 

Exemptions 

Car parking benefits are exempt from FBT where the benefits are provided: 

▪ by employers who meet the conditions of the small business car parking benefits exemption 

(see below); 

▪ by certain research, education, religious and charitable institutions; and  

▪ for employees with a disability (irrespective of the type of employer). 

 

Small business car parking benefits exemption 

The small business car parking benefits exemption applies if the following conditions are satisfied: 

▪ the parking is not provided in a commercial car park; and  

▪ for the last income year before the relevant FBT year, either the employer's 

▪ gross total income was less than $10 million or their turnover was less than $10 million (less 

than $50 million for benefits provided on or after 1 April 2021). 

This exemption is not available to government bodies, listed public companies, or subsidiaries of 

listed public companies.  

 

Tip!  In 2019, the ATO changed its views on aspects of the car parking fringe benefits rules, especially 

in relation to what qualifies as a commercial car parking station. The changed views will not apply 

until 1 April 2022. But talk to your tax adviser before then if you provide car parking for employees.  

 

FBT rates and thresholds 

Various rates and thresholds relevant for calculating FBT are updated on 1 April each year. Updated 

figures for the current FBT year (i.e. 2021–22) include: 

▪ record-keeping exemption threshold – $8,923 (previously $8,853); 

▪ statutory or benchmark interest rate – 4.52% (previously 4.80%); 

▪ car parking threshold – $9.25 (previously $9.15). The cents-per-km rates (for motor vehicles 

other than cars) for the 2021-22 FBT year are: 
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0-2500cc Over 2500cc Motor cycles 

56c 67c 17c 

These are unchanged from the 2020–21 FBT year. 

Weekly food and drink expenses 

The weekly food and drink expenses for the 2021–22 FBT year that the ATO accepts as reasonable 

for a living-away-from-home allowance (LAFHA) paid to employees living away from home within 

Australia are:  

 Per week $ 

1 adult* 283 

2 adults 425 

3 adults 567 

1 adult and 1 child 354 

2 adults and 1 child 496 

2 adults and 2 children 567 

2 adults and 3 children 638 

3 adults and 1 child 638 

3 adults and 2 children 709 

4 adults 709 

Each additional adult 142 

Each additional child 71 

*A person is considered an adult for LAFHA purposes if they were 12 years or older before the 

beginning of the FBT year. 
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The weekly food and drink expenses for the 2021–22 FBT year that the ATO accepts as reasonable 

for a living-away-from-home allowance (LAFHA) paid to employees living away from home outside of 

Australia are set out in Taxation Determination TD 2021/3. 

 

Year-end tax tips 

Reduce your tax bill 

If you are a sole trader or a partner in a partnership, or your business is carried on through a trust 

and you are a beneficiary, here are some key amounts: 

▪ $37,501 – the low income tax offset (maximum $700) starts to phase out; 

▪ $45,001 – the 19% tax rate increases to 32.5%; 

▪ $90,001 – the maximum low and middle income tax offset ($1,080) starts to phase out; 

▪ $120,001 – the 32.5% tax rate increases to 37%; 

▪ $180,001 – the 37% tax rate increases to 45%. 

$90,001 (singles) and $180,001 (families) are also relevant if working out if you qualify for the 

private health insurance tax offset (or insurance premium reduction) or are liable for the Medicare 

levy surcharge – but add $1,500 for each dependent child after the first one. 

 

https://www.ato.gov.au/law/view/document?docid=TXD/TD20213/NAT/ATO/00001
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Defer assessable income 

If your taxable income for the income year is approaching any of those thresholds, you might want 

to consider deferring assessable income so your taxable income for the year will remain below the 

relevant threshold.  

For example, you could delay issuing an invoice so you won’t be paid until after 30 June – that way, 

the income will be taxed next year. This won’t work if you account for income on an accruals basis – 

in that case, delay issuing the invoice. Of course, cash flow issues might mean you want to be paid 

asap.  

If you are in the process of selling property and the profit will be taxable as a capital gain, you could 

defer the sale until the next income year – but remember that the liability to pay CGT arises when 

you exchange contracts and not on settlement.  

 

Increase deductions 

Another way to keep taxable income below a relevant threshold is to increase deductions. For 

example, you could bring forward the purchase of one or more depreciating assets (new assets are 

deductible outright under temporary full expensing). An immediate deduction is also available for 

start-up costs and certain prepaid expenses. 

Charitable donations are a good way to increase your deductions. If you are not sure if a donation 

will be deductible, you can check the deductibility status of charities. In certain circumstances, you 

can claim a deduction if you donate trading stock. Don’t forget to ask for a receipt. 

 

Private company loans 

Shareholders of private companies operating businesses may dip into the company’s coffers to fund 

their lifestyle or other business interests. If you have done this, or are contemplating doing it, you 

need to be aware of what is known as a “Division 7A deemed dividend”.  

Division 7A of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 contains the rules dealing with loans and other 

payments by private companies to shareholders.  

Under the rules in Division 7A, a cash advance to a shareholder will be treated as a taxable dividend 

in the hands of the shareholder, unless it is documented by a written loan agreement specifying 

certain matters, including the maximum term (e.g. 7 years if the loan is unsecured) and the 

https://www.abn.business.gov.au/Tools/DgrListing
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minimum interest rate, which cannot be less than the benchmark rate. The benchmark rate for the 

current tax year (2020–21) is 4.52%. 

Division 7A may also apply where a private company forgives a debt owed by a shareholder or 

certain benefits are provided to shareholders from trusts where a private company has an unpaid 

present entitlement (UPE) to the profits of the trust. 

Payments, etc, to an associate of a shareholder (e.g. their spouse, child, sibling or parent) are 

treated the same as payments, etc, to the shareholder.  

Division 7A does not apply to payments made to a shareholder (or an associate) in their capacity as 

an employee. FBT may apply instead. 

 

Online services for sole traders 

Sole traders with an ABN who use the ATO’s online services for individuals now have access to 

improved functionality, making it easier for them to interact with the ATO online. 

Useful new features now available include: 

▪ requesting a refund or fund transfers between accounts; 

▪ lodging super guarantee charge statements; 

▪ sending secure messages; 

▪ submitting STP (Single Touch Payroll) deferrals and exemptions; and 
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▪ lodging private ruling, objection and further information forms. 

If you are managing other entity ABNs as well as your sole trader ABN, you should continue to use 

Online services for business when interacting with the ATO. 

The black economy 

The black economy is a complex, multi-faceted phenomenon operating across Australia’s workplace 

relations, financial, welfare, procurement and migration systems. 

Black economy behaviours include: 

▪ demanding or paying for work cash-in-hand to avoid obligations; 

▪ not reporting or under-reporting income; 

▪ underpayment of wages; 

▪ identity fraud; 

▪ visa fraud and bypassing visa restrictions; 

▪ ABN, GST, and duty fraud; 

▪ dealing in illegal drugs and tobacco; 

▪ sham contracting – presenting an employment relationship as a contracting arrangement; 

▪ illegal phoenixing – liquidating and re-forming a business to avoid obligations (the ATO now 

has the discretion to retain tax refunds in relation to taxpayers engaging in phoenixing); 

▪ money laundering; and 

▪ dealing in counterfeit goods. 

The ATO uses a range of education, engagement and enhanced enforcement activities to address 

the tax and superannuation aspects of the black economy. 

The ATO’s data and analytic systems, strategies and targeted approaches help it to: 

▪ combat black economy behaviours – including under-reporting income and overclaiming 

expenses; 

▪ ensure businesses meet their employer obligations when paying employees or contractors; 

▪ address employers paying cash-in-hand, underpaying wages, failing to withhold tax or not 

contributing to super; 

▪ address illegal phoenix activity – businesses liquidating and re-forming to avoid obligations; 

▪ prevent tax fraud; 

▪ deal with illicit tobacco, duty and excise evasion; 

▪ target intermediaries and agents who enable behaviour; and 

▪ prosecute the worst offenders. 
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myGov email scam 

The ATO and Services Australia are warning the community about a new email impersonation scam 

that is doing the rounds. The fake emails claim to be from “myGov” and include screen shots of the 

myGovID app.  

The email asks people to click a link to verify their identity using a “secure form” which takes them to 

a fake myGov page requesting personal identifying information and banking details. 

ATO Assistant Commissioner Ben Foster said this new phishing scam contains classic warning signs 

that it is not legitimate, for example, asking people to click a link to confirm their details and spelling 

errors. 

Affected by a natural disaster? 

The ATO has reminded businesses and individuals affected by the NSW and South-East Queensland 

floods in March, and by bushfires in Western Australia and Cyclone Seroja, that it can help if they are 

having trouble meeting tax and super obligations. Depending on the particular circumstances, the 

ATO may: 

▪ give extra time to pay a debt or lodge tax forms such as activity statements; 

▪ help re-construct tax records that are lost or damaged; 

▪ fast track refunds; 

▪ set up a payment plan tailored to individual circumstances, including interest free periods; 

▪ remit penalties or interest. 

For more information about support available, visit ato.gov.au/disasters or phone 1800 806 218. 

Note!  Disaster recovery grant payments in relation to the storms and floods that occurred in 

February and March 2021 will be exempt from tax once the enabling legislation (presently in 

Parliament) becomes law.  

Tip!  If you have been affected by floods, bushfires or other natural disasters, you can discuss your 

options with your tax adviser. 

 

COVID-19 and permanent establishments 

Are you a foreign company with employees in Australia? The ATO has updated its guidance on 

whether the presence of employees in Australia, due to the impacts of COVID-19, may create a 

permanent establishment (PE) for tax purposes. 
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The ATO says that it will not apply compliance resources to determine if you have a PE in Australia if: 

▪ you did not otherwise have a PE in Australia before the effects of COVID-19; 

▪ the temporary presence of employees in Australia continues to solely be as a result of 

COVID-19 related travel restrictions; 

▪ those employees temporarily in Australia will relocate overseas as soon as practicable 

following the relaxation of international travel restrictions; and 

▪ you have not recognised those employees as creating a PE or generating Australian source 

income in Australia for the purpose of the tax laws of another jurisdiction. 

This approach will apply until 31 December 2021. 

 

Tip!  Talk to your tax adviser if you are uncertain whether you have a PE in Australia. Your adviser 

can also let you know the tax consequences if you have a PE here.  

 

 

What has Parliament been up to? 

A recent Bill contains amendments that will:  

exempt employers from FBT if they provide training or education to a redundant, or soon to be 

redundant, employee in order to assist that employee gain new employment (this was announced in 

last year’s Budget) – applies to benefits provided on or after 2 October 2021; 
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▪ extend the low and middle income tax offset for 12 months (this was announced in this 

year’s Budget); 

▪ exempt from CGT a granny flat arrangement if certain requirements are met, including that 

the individual having the granny flat interest has reached pension age or has a disability, and 

that the arrangement is in writing and is not of a commercial nature (this was announced in 

last year’s Budget) – if the Bill becomes law by the end of June, the change will take effect on 

1 July 2021, otherwise it will take effect on 1 July 2022; 

▪ extend the operation of the junior minerals exploration incentive for a further 4 years (this 

was announced in this year’s Budget); and 

▪ ensure that New Zealand retains exclusive taxing rights over income derived by NZ 

sportspersons (and support staff) playing in cross-border-leagues where, due to COVID-19, 

they spend more than 183 days in Australia in a 12-month period. 

Tip!  Talk to your tax adviser if you think any of these measures may affect you. 
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Key tax dates  

Date Obligation 

21 June 2021     May monthly BAS due 

30 June 2021   Super guarantee contributions must be paid by this date to qualify for a tax 

deduction in 2020-21 

14 July 2021 Issue PAYG payment summaries if not reporting through STP 

Finalisation declaration due if reporting through STP 

21 July 2021 June monthly BAS due 

28 July 2021 Lodge and pay June quarterly BAS 

Pay June quarterly PAYG instalment  

Employee super guarantee contributions due  

1 Aug 2021* Fuel tax credit rates change 

14 Aug 2021* PAYG withholding annual report due if not reporting through STP 

21 Aug 2021* July monthly BAS due 

28 Aug 2021* June quarter SG charge statement due 

Taxable payments annual report due 

21 Sep 2021 August monthly BAS due 

30 Sep 2021 Lodge annual TFN withholding report (trustee of a closely held trust) 

*Next business day 

 

 

DISCLAIMER TaxWise® News is distributed by professional tax practitioners to provide information of general interest to 
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